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BESPOKE QUEENSTOWN EXPERIENCES ARE OUR SPECIALTY

Queenstown is world renowned for its adventure tourism and stunning locations, and Thunder Jet 

knows it better than anyone. Thunder Jet specializes in looking after conference and incentive guests, 

ready to tailor-make packages to suit your delegates. As a local family-owned and operated company, 

we know Queenstown better than anyone.

Let us take care of your transfers, full-off site activities and team building, and everything from 

jaw-dropping arrival experiences to bespoke jet boating adventures. Exceed your clients’ expectations 

with excitement and scenery that will leave them pumping and impressed.

Give your delegates an unforgettable jet boat experience skimming across peaceful Lake Wakatipu, 

with its mountain backdrop, to spectacular spins through highcliffs on the Kawarau & Shotover Rivers.

TAILOR MADE

Thunder Jet can tailor trips to suit your special needs, whether you have a tight time frame, a small or 

a large group, we can cater for all your requirements. Working with you, we can create custom-made 

experiences to fit your budget and timetable. Thunder Jet is skilled in developing experiences centered 
on your needs, making the most of the spectacular opportunities found only in and around Queenstown. 

From gaining exclusive access to untouched wilderness areas, to managing the logistics of large 

groups, Thunder Jet can organize it with ease. Our local knowledge and expertise will deliver tailored 

experiences your delegates will remember for a lifetime.

A GREAT EXPERIENCE BACKED BY REAL EXPERIENCE

The safety and enjoyment of your delegates is always paramount to Thunder Jet.

All Thunder Jet drivers have over 10 years’ jet boat experience and hold their LLO (Local Launch Operators) 

or SRL (Skipper Restricted License), exceeding the requirements of Maritime New Zealand. Thunder 

Jet has an impeccable safety record.

Our luxury fleet of new twin Hamilton Jet engine MacKraft jet boats are equipped with the latest in 
safety and state-of-the-art technology.

Our expert and friendly team of local drivers, guides and hosts have an extensive knowledge of Queenstown. 

They will educate guests on the history and surrounding geography of the area and explain how jet 

boats work.

Your delegates will not only come away with a big adrenaline-induced smile, they’ll gain valued and 

interesting local information on their Thunder Jet journey.
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